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We propose a new inversion method for vector magnetic ﬁeld data, which uses the Genetic Algorithm in a space
domain calculation to determine the best-ﬁtting 2.5-dimensional (2.5-D) structure. This 2.5-D model is composed
of magnetic boundaries with arbitrary strike and magnetic intensity. Two numerical formulas combine to express
this model. One of them is a two-dimensional magnetic structure expression for a realistically shaped magnetic
layer, and the other is a magnetization contrast expression for magnetic boundaries of variable strike. We use a
Genetic Algorithm as the computational technique that supports optimum solutions for magnetization, magnetic
strike, and boundary location. In practice, calculations are more accurate in the space domain instead of the more
conventional frequency domain because it better preserves the short wavelength components and the true geometry
between magnetic sources and observation points even for uneven survey track lines. The above leads to high
resolution in the inferred magnetization without the need of upward continuation, which is particularly useful for
inverting near-bottom survey data. The code is designed to use smaller storage and less computational time. Its
application to synthetic data illustrates the power of resolution and precision in interpreting the ﬁne scale processes
of mid-ocean ridge accretion.
Key words: Genetic Algorithm, geomagnetic vector data, near-bottom survey, 2.5 D magnetic structure.

1.

Introduction

A key discovery leading to plate tectonics was the observation that the Earth’s magnetic ﬁeld reversals are preserved
during the formation of the ocean crust, thereby creating lineated magnetic anomaly stripes (Vine and Matthews, 1963;
Morley and Larochelle, 1964). Magnetic surveys are commonly conducted over all the ocean basins, although many
recent studies have focused on studying detailed phenomena
of seaﬂoor accretion. This new focus demands both higher
resolution data and high-resolution analysis methods. The
most signiﬁcant improvements in data collection have come
from conducting near-bottom surveys and collecting vector
magnetic data. Although there remain difﬁculties in its accurate measurement, which is affected, for instance, by unexpected sensor motion, vector data provide much more useful
magnetic information in comparison with total ﬁeld-intensity
measurements.
The use of vector magnetic data was pioneered by Isezaki
(1986) who showed the degree of two-dimensionality in the
magnetic layer by means of the phase shift between the horizontal and vertical components along the proﬁle. He also
proposed a method to detect the strike of the magnetic lineation by determining the direction in which the amplitude
of horizontal compornent is minimal. It is a useful technique
to estimate structural directions from surface data, but is less
useful for interpreting near-bottom survey data becasue it
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is designed to detect one direction for one survey line, and
near-bottom surveys detect ﬁner-scale information that needs
to be preserved. The intensity of spatial differential vectors (ISDV) method proposed in Seama et al. (1993) made
it possible to search for various orientations of the magnetic
boundaries along a single survey track line. They also mentioned that ISDV has a weakness in the low spatial resolution
of its boundary detection, which is limited to one-and-a-half
times the water depth.
Most existing methods for calculating magnetization are
FFT (Fast Fourier Transform)-based algorithm developed by
Parker (1972), Parker and Huestis (1974), and Macdonald et
al. (1980). These method are computationally effective and
become a standard routine. On the other hand, this method
and other FFT-based methods have the inconvenience when
dealing with near-bottom survey data where the survey track
should always be treated at a constant depth. The upward
continuation of observed anomalies onto a synthetic even altitude results in the loss of ﬁner-scale information, thus losing most of the advantage of painstaking near-bottom surveys. Hussenoeder et al. (1995) propose a method to save
short wavelength information. In their method, the track
depth is approximated as a constant level, and the seaﬂoor
relief is corrected using the real distance between the sensor and seaﬂoor bottom. This method can retain short wavelength signals and mathematically compensate the artiﬁcial
change of direct distance between a magnetic source and lateral observation points.
The previous methods are generally based on the assumption of a two-dimensional (2-D) magnetic structure and none
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Fig. 1. The 2.5-D magnetic structure. Vertical planes that have variable strike represent magnetic boundaries. Various strikes are indispensable to express
changes of the spreading direction on the mid-ocean ridge and to know true magnetization inﬂuenced by unexpected magnetic boundaries like lava ﬂows
or tectonic lineations like fault throws. This study searches for the unknown parameters magnetization (M), magnetic boundary’s strike (θ ), and position
(y).

of them determines the seaﬂoor magnetization and magnetic
boundary at the same time. Because the magnetic structure that we look for varies in both magnetization and magnetic boundaries that are inter-related, simultaneous solution
would be better.
The proposed method in this paper is motivated by the demands for the analysis of near-bottom vector magnetic surveys and/or surface vector magnetic surveys, with the goal
of taking full advantage of the information contained in the
vector data. To satisfy this goal, the method must meet three
challenges. First, it must cope with the effects of a short distance to a non-2D magnetic source, topography variations,
and uneven survey tracks. Second, its numerical resolution
must not degrade the near-bottom observations. Third, it
should have the convenience of simultaneously calculating
all of the important parameters in a magnetic structure without requiring an accurate initial model to convergence with a
good global solution.
In this study, we propose a method for analyzing vector magnetic data that uses a more realistic 2.5-dimensional
(2.5-D) magnetic modeling technique within a Genetic Algorithm (GA) inversion. To present this method, we will introduce the 2.5-D structure model which can include detailed
magnetic layer information. Then, we will describe the code
design using the GA and its subsidiary iterative improvement
method. After presenting the method, we will show an application to synthetic deep-tow vector magnetic data to examine
its beneﬁts and the reliable solutions found for uneven survey
tracks.

ous strikes of magnetic boundaries and a detailed expression
of the magnetic source layer. Various strikes are expressed
by vertical planes, and the magnetization distribution (vertically homogeneous) includes intensity changes within the
same polarity interval to cope with dipole ﬁeld ﬂuctuations.
The expression of variable boundary strikes is especially important for near-bottom surveys to determine the magnetization because near bottom data are sensitive to near-surface
magnetic structures like lava ﬂow boundaries. The assumption of a variable angle strike enables the determination of
the magnetization without adverse inﬂuence by the assumption of parallel boundaries. Additionally, the assumption of
a variable strike lets the data reﬂect the structural complexity
of the seaﬂoor at a local scale. A detailed expression for the
magnetic layer is achieved by 2-D magnetic blocks of an arbitrary trapezoid section. Two parallel lines are used for the
vertical magnetic boundaries; the upper and lower boundaries can follow the shape of the upper and lower boundaries
of the magnetic layer.
The 2-D block model expression is based on that of
Blakely (1995), originally used for an inﬁnite extent horizontal ribbon.


r2
(1)
F́y = −2(M · n̂) sˆy log − sˆz (θ1 − θ2 ) ,
r1


r2
(2)
F́z = −2(M · n̂) sˆz log + sˆy (θ1 − θ2 ) ,
r1

where X and Y coordinates are perpendicular and parallel to
survey track respectively, and the Z coordinate is vertical. M
is magnetization, ŝ and n̂ are unit vectors parallel and normal
2. 2.5-Dimensional Model of Magnetic Structure
to the ribbon, r1 and r2 are distance from the observation
We use the 2.5-D magnetic structure model shown in point to the two edges of the ribbon, and θ1 and θ2 are the
Fig. 1. Its distinctive features are the incorporation of vari- angles between the ends of the ribbon and the horizon. We
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Fig. 2. Illustration for the mechanism to change a boundary strike. Each color shows a different magnetic intensity. Blue has magnetization M1, red
has magnetization M2, yellow, gray and black have M2-M1, (M2-M1)/2 and (M1-M2)/2 respectively. a) Combinations of 2-D blocks with a polygonal
cross-section (trapezoidal section in this study) describe the detailed magnetic layer structure. (middle left box) Two magnetic structures, one with the
original strike parallel to the 2-D model (lower block model with green strike) and the other with the predicted strike (upper model with red strike), are
superimposed to add their magnetization to make a wedge-shaped magnetic body (yellow in top). (middle right). Boundaries can smoothly change their
strikes to another direction by embedding the wedge body along the original 2-D block boundary. b) 2.5-D model with an arbitrary strike after the above
steps.

made a block model with parallel boundaries assuming the model has ﬁxed boundaries parallel to the strike, therefore
parallel direction is ﬁxed to the X axis. These equations are we need another expression to change strikes which is given
used for the detailed expression of the magnetic layer shape below.
and its intensity distribution (Fig. 2(a)). Such a 2-D block
Consider an observation along the azimuth α over a mag-
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netic boundary in a horizontal magnetic layer of inﬁnite extent. Vacquier’s (1972) result is slightly rearranged for the
magnetic ﬁeld by magnetization contrast;
J = J ( Jˆx , Jˆy , Ĵz ),
F́x = (− Jˆy × A + Ĵz × B) × cos(α − θ ),
F́y = (− Jˆy × A + Ĵz × B) × sin(α − θ ),
F́z = Ĵz × A + Jˆy × B,
where

(3)
(4)
(5)



(y − y0 ) sin(α − θ )
h1

(y − y0 ) sin(α − θ )
,
− arctan
h2
{(y − y0 ) sin(α − θ )}2 + h 22
,
B = −2 × log
{(y − y0 ) sin(α − θ )}2 + h 21
A = −4 × arctan

(6)
(7)

J( Jˆx , Jˆy , Ĵz ) is magnetization (north, east, vertical component) and a uniform vector direction is assumed. h 1 and h 2
are the depths of the upper and lower boundaries of the magnetic layer, y − y0 is the horizontal distance between observation points and the magnetic boundary, and θ and α represent the azimuths of the boundary and survey track. Figure 2 illustrates our idea to express the changing strike of a
boundary. Here, two magnetic structures each consist of a
magnetic boundary between two adjacent magnetic blocks.
The differences between the two structures lie in the boundary’s strike and magnetic polarity. In the one structure, the
strike is parallel to the direction ﬁxed by 2-D blocks, in the
other it may vary (Fig. 2(a)). The two blocks are also oppositely placed, resulting in an opposite polarity contrast. First,
these two structures are superimposed and their magnetization added to make a wedge-shaped magnetic body. Next,
the wedge body is embedded along the original 2-D block
boundary, and then the boundaries smoothly change their
strikes to another direction (Fig. 2(b)). One of the merits
derived from deliberately taking another step for changing
strikes is to avoid boundaries that cross each other just on a
track.
Both equations operate in the same coordinate system.
The conﬁguration of the observational point and magnetic
source determine the choice of y0 ,h 1 ,h 2 ,r1 ,r2 , θ1 and θ2 .
When the given parameters are azimuth of survey lines,
magnetization direction, and magnetic layer shape, there are
three different types of unknown parameters, θ , y and M.
J is automatically determined by M, because M deﬁnes J as
Ji = Mi+1 − Mi .

3.

Computational Techniques

For the basic inversion, we used a Genetic Algorithm
(GA) (Goldberg, 1989). The GA is an evolutionary computing algorithm which is inspired by Darwin’s theory about
evolution. A great advantage of GA is in its parallelism. After the code initializes a random sample of many individuals with different parameters, the GA operator travels in a
search space with gradually evolving individuals to be optimized until a user-speciﬁed level of convergence is achieved.

As mutations sometimes happen, this strategy is less likely
to get stuck in local convergence than some other iterative
inversion methods. If the mainstream goes to local convergence, at the same time the operator keeps searching other
regions of the solution space by random mutations.
The GA program is implemented in the following cycle.
To begin with, we specify the minimum and maximum values of parameters to set the search range and specify the
number of model-deﬁning bits that directly relate to the resolution of the GA search. The use of more bits permits a
higher resolution solution at the expense of a longer computation time. The GA operator starts encoding ‘chromosomes’
that are binary strings of combination ‘0’ and ‘1’ gathered
randomly along the model-spaces bit number. All chromosomes together make a set called the model ‘population’.
After decoding the population, each chromosome is given
a ‘ﬁtness score’ that depends on how ‘good’ each chromosome is (for example, in this paper, ﬁtness is deﬁned as the
standard deviation (SD) between the observed magnetic proﬁle and calculated forward solution proﬁle). Next, parents
are selected according to their ﬁtness. The ‘better’ a chromosome ﬁts the observation, the more chances of being selected. Then, crossover and mutation steps are performed on
the re-coded population. The crossover routine selects two
parent chromosomes from the population and mixes a part
of their genes (bits) to create a new offspring chromosome,
and this is repeated until a full list of new offspring is built.
The mutation step may randomly change the new offspring
by switching a few randomly chosen bits from 1 to 0 or from
0 to 1. This is to prevent all solutions in the population from
falling into the same local minimum. Finally, the offspring
population replaces their parent population. In this paper, we
modify this strategy in the so-called ‘micro-GA’ approach.
This process runs as described above except for the mutation
section. Mutation never occurs in this micro-GA, but only
crossover between chromosomes, which continues until the
90% of the population is identical. This “evolution without
mutation” has resulted in strong heredity traits of the bestscoring previous generation. Next, chromosomes in the population are all discarded except for this top score, and the rest
of the population is again randomly initialized. The information in this GA scheme evolves more slowly than in some
alternatives, but with a higher chance to search a wider range
of the solution space than by ’normal’ mutation schemes. For
this problem, we have found that the micro-GA ﬁnds better
solutions in less computation time than standard GA algorithms do.
Each micro-GA trial solution is described by three kinds
of data parameters, the magnetization, position, and strike
of magnetic boundaries. It is a-priori impossible in oceanbottom surveys to know the number of internal magnetic
boundaries, because the short distance from the seaﬂoor can
transform any small-scale geologic and tectonic structures
into unexpectedly complex magnetic boundaries. We have
resolved this problem by setting the initial positions to lie
within small segment intervals and letting the GA algorithm
search for a possible boundary location within each interval.
When no magnetic boundary actually exists within a given
search segment, then the adjacent magnetic blocks will simply have equal magnetization resulting in no magnetic con-
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Fig. 3. Progressive search range along a survey track line. Thick bars represent unknown magnetic boundaries as search parameters in each GA calculation.
Thin bars are results from the calculation for a previous subregion. The GA algorithm determinate parameters to ﬁt the observed proﬁle with the forward
proﬁles calculated from a combination of both new parameters and previous parameters. Note some boundaries near the end of the calculation range are
discarded in the next calculation because of their lower reliability (since they do not yet include information from the next subregion).

trast.
For a faster and more memory efﬁcient algorithm, each
inverse GA calculation solves for sequential subregions
(Fig. 3), including information from each previous subregion
as it becomes available. This results in more realistic solutions that contain comprehensive information from the whole
proﬁle.
The biggest limitation to the GA algorithm is the discrete
limits for internal boundary segments. In many cases, the
GA algorithm smoothly moves to a near-optimal solution.
However, the GA algorithm is not the best way to ﬁnd a
better ‘reﬁned’ solution because of its inefﬁcient approach
to slightly changing its parameters and so ‘polish’ its best
approximation solution. For example, in this algorithm the
search range does not adjust in the middle of a GA calculation to a narrow region around a candidate ‘optimal solution’. Another problem is the discrete possible steps for internal boundary locations and other model parameters. It’s
easy for the GA operator to select one when either of the
serrated teeth is near-optimal. However, what if the ‘optimal’ solution parameters lie between the GA’s discrete parameter choices? In this case, the GA naturally takes the
next best parameters. However, several computational experiments show that second best, as deﬁned by the degree
of ﬁtness, is not always visually closer to the right solution,
and will depend on the discretization interval. For example,
when the GA algorithm tries to make a big magnetic contrast
in an ‘impossible position’, it will usually create two small
magnetization steps on both sides of the ‘best’ position, instead of a single, bigger contrast at the would-be center. This
trait leads to a wrong direction of convergence unless the solution teeth happen to be disposed correctly. However, conventional inversion methods using iteration techniques with
differential coefﬁcients can easily ‘improve’ this GA weakness in ﬁnding a ‘best’ local minimum—their problem is that
they do not search a broad parameter range as do the GA

methods before ‘converging’ onto a particular local minima.
Hence, using GA as the primary search tool, followed by
use of a standard iterative inversion routine as a secondary
solution—‘polishing’ tool is an effective way to combine the
complementary strengths and weaknesses of the two inverse
approaches.
However, one problem arises when the GA algorithm delivers the solution parameters to the following inversion step.
The GA solution often includes extra boundaries which will
be improper initial settings for the standard inversion technique. These create too small magnetic contrasts or too narrow boundary intervals that bring less effect to a forward proﬁle, otherwise they are substitutes for an optimal solution between the GA’s parameter choices. We have found that omitting those extra boundaries leads to better results than some
restraint conditions included in GA implementation that always result in bad ﬁtness chromosomes. Therefore, we insert
an additional step to omit the extra boundaries when switching from the GA to the linear inversion polishing step.
Consequently, our detailed ‘recipe’ for the inverse problem is the following. Firstly, use the usual GA algorithm,
secondly omit the extra boundaries just before the GA calculation is terminated, ﬁnally polish the ‘best’ GA solution
with a standard linear-inversion scheme (Fig. 4).
The resulting method has the following two strong points.
First, calculations are in the spatial domain, not in the frequency domain. This strategy leads to more realistic interpretations that better include both short and longer wavelength signals. Spatial domain calculations also preserve the
geometry of the observations with respect to the magnetic
source, resulting in no need to upwardly continue the observations onto a level plane, thus uneven track lines collected
at varying altitudes are easy to use. Next, the combination
of an initial GA inversion followed by an iterative inversion
‘improvement’ is strongly recommended. This approach resolves the primary weaknesses of each inversion method to
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Fig. 4. Flow chart of the optimization procedure. This ﬂow chart conceptually shows how the solution evolves during a hypothetical inversion run. The
inset at the top right shows an example structure of the solution matrix. For each generation, the shaded chromosome has the top score. Generation 1)
an initial chromosome set is generated randomly. Generation 2) the second generation is ﬁlled with new chromosomes. A new chromosome is created
by the crossover of two chosen chromosomes from the ﬁrst generation. A chromosome with higher score has a higher probability of being chosen
as a parent. Generation 3) the third generation is created from the second generation. Generation n) 90% identical population. The evolution of an
optimization without mutation will always reach this stage. Generation n + 1) the top score chromosome is kept and new chromosomes are randomly
initialized for the rest of the population. Generation N ) the GA calculation is terminated at the ﬁnal generation number N .
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Fig. 5. Comparison between normal GA search solutions and true solutions; forward model search solutions and model parameters. (a) Larger interval,
(b) smaller interval of boundaries. (top) Boundary strike on each solution at detected boundary position. The thin vertical bar represents north-south
direction. The bold, gray bar and black thin bar show the true boundary azimuth and search boundary azimuth respectively. The length of the bar is
in proportion to the magnetic contrast. (second from the top) Relative variations of magnetization with left scale. Bathymetry, magnetic layer bottom
proﬁle given by seismic experiment and ﬁsh track with right scale. The bold gray line and thin black line show the true and search magnetizations
parallel to the dipole direction. (upper, lower, bottom) Comparison between each component of the anomaly ﬁeld (bold light line) and the forward
model calculation (black dots). X, Y and Z components represent along and perpendicular to track directions and the vertical, respectively.

extract better, more realistic solutions.

4.

Application and Results

We now demonstrate, step by step, how our method works
in practice for a synthetic magnetic proﬁle. We also show
results when applied to a proﬁle in a longer wavelength than
the width of each calculation window in order to verify that
solutions can properly handle exterior magnetic effects outside of the solution window. In this demonstration, we assume the ‘observed’ proﬁle to be a forward model calculated
from an arbitrary magnetic intensity variation with real topography and magnetometer depths from a vector magnetic
deep-tow survey over the Southern East Paciﬁc Rise (18◦ S)
during MOAI (Mid-Ocean ridge Axial Investigation and Instrumentation) 1998 cruise (Seama et al., 1997; Yamamoto
et al., 1998). The layer 2A pattern of the forward magnetic
source layer is based upon seismic results (Carbotte et al.,
1997). An uneven survey track is chosen to lie roughly 200
m above the seaﬂoor.
The result of using only normal GA methods is shown in
Fig. 5. A 50 km-long proﬁle is divided into 16 windows.
The conditions during the GA inversion of each window are
the following: 300 generations, 9 search boundaries with 0.5

km interval corresponding to a 4.5 km discretization and 45
((3+2)×9) search parameters ((magnetization, position and
strike parameters + 2 sign parameter for strike and position)
× 9 search boundaries), 126 bits per chromosome (4 bits
for 3 magnetic parameters and 1 bit for 2 sign parameters),
126 candidates in the test population, search ranges of magnetization, position and strike are 6–22 A/M, ±245 m from
the basic reference at 500 m intervals, and ±20◦ from 30◦ ,
respectively. These conditions correspond to candidate solution resolutions of 16 m, 1.06 A/M, and 1.3◦ . The GA search
shown in Fig. 5(a) apparently ends in an incomplete search
in comparison with the initial forward model parameters, although both the initial and ﬁnal-inverse proﬁles form similar
patterns and the SD value also indicates good convergence
(SD values of X, Y and Z are 18, 31 and 26 nT, respectively).
The principal cause of the misﬁt is superﬂuous boundaries.
The GA method, when used in isolation, tends to create reverse magnetic contrasts in quite close positions that produce
self-canceling phase peaks. Such invalid peak combinations
often substitute for a ﬂat magnetic pattern. This matters, especially when the magnetic structure has magnetic boundaries at long intervals. The other GA problem is that a big
magnetic contrast is sometimes expressed as several small
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Fig. 6. Comparison between a normal GA search followed by excess boundaries omission and true solutions. (top) Estimation error. Cross shows
magnetization (A/m), circle for magnetic boundary strike (degree) and triangle for boundary position (km). See explanation for other signs in Fig. 5.

steps. This especially happens if a better solution lies in an
opening between the discrete choices available for the GA
algorithm, as mentioned above. Figure 5(b) shows the result
from using a model observation proﬁle with short interval
boundaries. The very small SD value (30–50 nT) compared
to the amplitude of the observed proﬁle (2000 nT) suggests a good convergence for each of the proﬁles (SD values
of X, Y and Z are 30, 48 and 47 nT, respectively). Extra
boundaries like the long interval case of Fig. 5(a) are rather
subdued here, although some extra boundaries still survive.
Larger contrast boundaries are well-ﬁt in all kinds of parameters, but smaller contrasts almost fail in their inferred strike.
It is difﬁcult for GA operator to ﬁnd inconspicuous small
boundaries because these boundaries make quite small contributions to the magnetic anomaly. The strike contribution
is especially obscure. In addition, empirically the convergence rate rapidly drops after reaching a convergence level
like those shown in Figs. 5(a) and (b).
Figure 6 shows the situation after automatically thinning
out boundaries. (300 generations set for usual GA and 100
generation for coordinating boundary number; 1.06 A/M
change compared with its neighbors or narrower than 0.3 km
blocks are omitted.) This clearly improves the magnetization
estimates in longer, ﬂat areas. Now, the number of internal
boundaries is near the true number, while the ﬁt between ‘observed’ and calculated proﬁles is slightly worse (SD values

of X, Y and Z are 29, 28 and 38 nT in Fig. 6(a), and 40, 61
and 57 nT in Fig. 6(b)) compared to the ﬁt before removing
the ﬁne peaks. The estimated error is also shown on the top
box in Fig. 6. These plots indicate a relatively bigger dispersion in the ‘best-ﬁt’ strike, with better convergence for the
internal boundary position and magnetization.
Figure 7 shows the ﬁnal solutions after an iterative linearinversion improvement step (100 iterations, with dumping
factors of 0.1 for strike and 0.01 for other parameters). The
resulting inverse solutions almost recover the initial forward
model parameters except for a few secondary boundaries.
The ﬁt is also improved (SD values of X, Y and Z are 9, 12
and 12 nT in Fig. 7(a), 19, 29 and 28 nT in Fig. 7(b)). The
iterative improvement step is primarily tuned to act on the
strike parameter rather than the position and magnetization
parameters that the GA has already well-located. In general,
we suggest choosing dumping factors to allow large changes
in the strike parameters and just minor adjustments to the
other parameters, because allowing full variation simultaneously under imperfect boundary conditions can easily cause
the iterative scheme to diverge. In practice, setting the dumping factors in this way leads the solution to swiftly settle into
a stable improved minimum.
We also performed longer wavelength tests to conﬁrm that
the divided calculations can handle outside magnetic effects.
In these tests, the calculation window is set to a 4.5 km
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width which is small in comparison to the wavelengths of
the model proﬁle. Figure 8 shows the results of a test using
a 30 km wavelength magnetic proﬁle. The search magnetizations successfully track the longer wavelengths, although
the inferred magnetization is higher around 15 km and lower
around 35 km than the model magnetization. However, reproduction of a long wavelength signal using a much smaller
window size is an evidence that the divided calculation can
accurately converge along the whole proﬁle.
We also tested the sensitivity of this method in regard to
distance between two boundaries corresponding to the width
of an entire magnetic block. The resolution ﬁxed by the bit
number is less than 5 percent of the width, however, a lower
bit in magnetization and strike are given in order to make the
positioning resolution more conspicuous. The ‘test’ survey
is assumed to be conducted at a constant 200 m altitude over
a ﬂat topography and a constant 500 m thick magnetic layer.
In each test the magnetic blocks have 5, 3, 2, 1.2 and 1 A/M,
the widths of blocks are 200, 100 and 50 m and their strike
is 0◦ N. Search resolutions are 3.5 m for 50 m-width blocks
and 6 m for ≥100 m-width blocks, implying an acceptable
error range of 7 m for 50 m width block, and 12 m for
≥100 m width blocks because one block is deﬁned by two
boundaries that make the error range double. The errors in
Table 1 imply that the inverse resolution is a quarter of depth
precision, and a magnetization contrast of 1 A/M between
two distinguishable boundaries (note that this magnetization

contrast is the value of the component parallel to the dipole
ﬁeld direction, and the effective magnetization is half in this
case).
In its present state, this method is a good tool to apply
to existing deep-tow survey data. Future work is still necessary to extend this method into a more general tool. The
present assumption that the magnetized direction is parallel
to the dipole ﬁeld is valid for near-ridge crust, but it will
be wrong for the older oceanic crust in general. Therefore,
this direction should be added to the search parameters. Additionally, the 2.5-D model also has scope for improvement.
Magnetic boundaries are assumed to be vertical in this paper,
although obliquely dipping boundaries are known to be more
geologically plausible (Macdonald et al., 1983; Schouten et
al., 1999). The method needs further development to numerically treat obliquely dipping boundaries of variable strike.

5.

Conclusion

We propose a new analysis method for vector magnetic
data. This method is based on a 2.5-D magnetic structure
model and the code consists of two main parts, a Genetic
Algorithm and a secondary linear-inversion reﬁnement step.
Application to synthetic data leads to the following conclusions.
(1) The 2.5-D magnetic structure model can better treat the
true magnetic structure in comparison with conventional 2-D
structure models. It gives improved information on the mag-
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Fig. 8. Application to a proﬁle in long wavelength. See explanation for signs in Figs. 5 and 6.

Table 1. Search sensitivity to the width of the magnetic block. Several combinations of magnetic contrast and width are examined. Flat topography and
constant 200 m altitude survey are assumed. The number of model-deﬁning bits constrain the resolution to 3.5 m for 50 m-width block and 6 m for
longer width block. x represents that search operator ending in no boundaries or meaningless boundaries. In 100 m-width block tests, the true solution
is one of the GA’s discrete parameter choices, therefore GA searches exact positions.
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netization and internal magnetic boundaries. This model
works only when there is vector information in the magnetic
data.
(2) A Genetic Algorithm inverse scheme eases the code development necessary to make a 2.5-D magnetic structure
model-based inversion tool. Calculation in the spatial domain better preserves both short wavelength signals and the
geometry of magnetic sources and observation points. Furthermore, combining calculations for subregions into an inversion for the entire region leads to a much shorter computation time to convergence along the whole proﬁle. A linearinversion improvement step following the GA-inversion covers the weaker aspects of each inversion scheme when applied in isolation. Such a combination ﬁnds more optimal
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solutions.
(3) This method can better recover the ﬁne-scale magnetic
structure of spreading centers. More detailed mapping of the
magnetization structure allows for a better understanding of
the processes involved in ocean-ﬂoor accretion and of detailed sea-ﬂoor evolution.
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